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President’s Letter
by Alex Csank, Vankleek Hill
Ciao Alfisti,
With the heat of this summer winding down and
the leaves beginning to turn, I guess we have to
face the inevitable arrival of autumn. But with all
of its charms and colours and cooler
temperatures, this season gives us some of the
best driving weather, with great opportunities for
drives and Alfa club events. Our clubs in Toronto,
Ottawa and Montréal all have activities planned
for the remaining month or two of the driving
season and I encourage you to get out and join
other Alfisti for some fun. Don’t forget that you
don’t need to be in an Alfa to participate! Bring
your Chevy, Honda, BMW, Yugo (gasp!), Fiat or
even a Ferrari along; we welcome all marques at
our events ... as long as you know that it would be
better in an Alfa!
Conventions
By all accounts, both the AROC USA’s
Sempreverde 2018 convention held in Olympia
Washington and the more recent Fiat Freakout
2018 at Disneyworld in Florida were very wellattended events, with more and more of the
newer generation of Alfas, including plenty of 4Cs
and both Giulia and Stelvio Quadrifoglios in
attendance. Of note, the Concorso in Olympia
featured some spectacular older Alfas, including
an 8C 2900B Coupe, an 8C 2300, a P3 ... The list
of stunning, historic and VERY expensive Alfas
goes on! In fact, the 8C 2900B went from the
convention to Pebble Beach, where it won the
Best in Show award. Chuck and Marsha Storry
from the Ottawa area attended the Fiat Freakout
in Florida, putting plenty of kilometres on their
Fiat 500X along the way. I guess there wasn’t
enough trunk room in Chuck’s 4C.

Pebble Beach 2018 Best of Show. Photo from
robbreport.com.
Next year’s AROC USA convention will be hosted
by the Three Rivers Alfisti chapter in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania between July 12th and 21st, 2019.
Called the Cortile Della Corsa. It will be held
during the week of the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix events, culminating with the Cortile Italian
Car Show, where Alfa Romeo will be the featured
marque.

The 2019 AROC-US convention will be hosted by
the Three Rivers Chapter. Early convention details
are at www.threeriversalfisti.org/cortile-dellacorsa.html.
Additionally, next year’s Fiat Club of America’s
Fiat Freakout will be held in Greensboro, NC
from July 10th through the 14th. If you can
attend, these are really fun gatherings, with lots
to see and do, and next year, they are within
reasonable driving range for many ARCC
members.
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Sempreverde Concorso. Photo by Dave Hammond.
Upcoming Events
Meanwhile, up here north of the border, our local
clubs have some great events planned for
September and October. In early September, both
CARM and ARCC Toronto have a group drive,
and the annual Raduno Montebello will once
again be held at the beautiful Chateau
Montebello on the North shore of the Ottawa
River on Sunday, the 30th of September. This
event is for all marques of Italian cars, new or old,
and there are usually several very interesting and
rare cars in attendance. Once into mid-October,
ARCO, CARM and ARCC Toronto will each host
their own Fall Colours tours.
Inter-Club Co-operation and the Future
This year, we have seen an increase in inter-club
co-operation with several combined events in the
GTA, Ottawa and Montréal areas, as well as our
first AMICI Raduno Estivo. Over the past several
years, our clubs in Ontario and Quebec have been
working together with local Italian Car (and
other) clubs to create and develop annual events
like Ottawa’s Italian Car Show and Parade,
Montréal’s Fiat Breakout, the Woodbridge Italian
Car Day, and Raduno Montebello. Additionally, in
Toronto, the Ontario Fiat Club and other clubs

work with our local Alfisti to share events like the
Rattlesnake Run, Fiats on the Forks and more. In
Montréal, events like the Springtime Gimmick
Rally, Road Adventure and the Fall Colours Drive
are open to members of other local Italian Car
clubs. And at our first ever ‘combined’ summer
weekend gathering, the many attendees at our
Raduno Estivo in Kingston all seemed to enjoy
themselves.
Although most of these shared events are well
received by our members and are developed in a
spirit of healthy co-operation with the other clubs,
there have also been some inter-club conflicts,
which have driven clubs apart. These conflicts
tend to be personality driven, as club leaders
sometimes have very different visions regarding
the direction for their club and its members. The
key to resolving these conflicts usually involves a
genuine desire to increase the number of club
activities for the benefit of club members, and
recognition and acceptance of the requirement for
compromise and open discussion.
In the end, the world of our club is changing
rapidly, as the (usually younger) owners of new
Alfas (and Fiats) are looking for others who share
their interests. These younger folks are busy with
life’s
challenges;
young
children,
home
maintenance and busy jobs. They are more mobile
and transient than previous generations, are

much more comfortable with new technology and
communications via social media, and are often
getting their information about their special cars
through the very large and numerous online
community forums, Facebook (and other) groups
and pages, and other non-marque specific clubs
(Track-Lapping, Autocross, etc.). If we are to
continue and grow as a club and better serve ALL
of our members – and attract new members – we
must adapt and change. To that end, our local
and national efforts to improve inter-club cooperation will continue, and your very small team
of volunteers is doing its best to move forward
with the updated ARCC web page (ARCO also has
an excellent new web page), and regularly
updated Facebook pages and/or groups for ARCC,
CARM, ARCO and the Toronto Alfa Club as well.
I encourage you to join us online.
From my perspective, although it is important
(make that necessary!) that we maintain our own
single-marque Alfa Romeo club activities and
identity, I believe that providing our members
with joint activities is a good thing and that
opening up some of our events to other Italian
Car clubs helps to foster a better sense of
cooperation, provides our members with more
activities from which to choose, and means that
we get to meet new friends who share similar
automotive tastes and passions.
What do you think? I would love to hear your
opinions, and so would your local club
leaders. This is your club. Please help us
make it even better. Volunteer to join our
small leadership team ... We NEED your help!
Oh, and just as an update from the ARCC
‘Vankleek Hillbillies’: Diane and I are really
enjoying our ‘new’ acquisition. It’s a blast to be
back in a Spider once again!
As always, please keep sending your feedback.
George Beston is always looking for our input for
upcoming editions.
Rev high!
Alex
(514) 771-9513
alfaromeodriveralex@gmail.com

Brand of Enchantment
Encounters with the Bella Macchina
by Sam Smith, R&T Editor at large
There never was anything wrong with an Alfa
Romeo. Maybe you end up finding things you
don’t like, or maybe a piece of the seat falls off in
your hand and the sunroof refuses to shut
because of some software quirk. That’s just the
universe poking you with a test light, to see if

you’re any good. A true dyed-in-the-wool-pedal
man (or lady, or child) will find everything
ostensibly wrong with an Alfa Romeo and then
label it not so much wrong as accident. Too much
grappa at lunch on the assembly line. A few typos
in the code. The best of intentions, ruined by
gremlins.
Because there is never anything wrong with an
Alfa.
I worked on Alfas once. After college, in Missouri,
for a living. My boss was a man named Carter
Hendricks. Carter was an Alfa person. His shop
was perpetually full of old Italian things. Also a
lot of stuff that was not Italian but interesting
anyway. We listened to a lot of Billie Holiday, on
a small, single-ended tube amplifier that Carter
had designed and built. It filled rooms on
something like half a watt of output and made
instruments seem to be playing inside your brain.
I was reminded of those days shortly after the
launch of the current Alfa Giulia. Pretty car.
Perhaps afflicted by the line-grappa. Last
summer, I wrote a piece for R&T’s website about
the problems various journalists had encountered
with Giulia test vehicles. A writer at Motor Trend
had one of the cars refuse to ascend his driveway.
A friend at Jalopnik was stranded by the side of
an interstate. Car and Driver’s technical director
grew so gun-shy, after watching various Giulias
misbehave in testing that he brought an OBD-II
trouble-code reader on the media launch of Alfa’s
SUV, the Stelvio.
Not isolated incidents. Obviously the result of
mass hallucination. But still.
That web story got a decent amount of traffic …
Maybe because I wrote passionately, with
staggering skill and impeccable rhetoric. I
referenced my history with and love for the
marque.
(High
point:
testing
Nuvolari’s
Nurburgring-winning Tipo B grand-prix car. Low
point: Michigan’s GingerMan Raceway with a
505-hp Giulia Quadrifoglio that collapsed into
limp mode at the first sign of yaw). I have to
believe my disappointment registered with the
world, because everyone on earth reads my
writing, the best thing anyone has ever done with
words.
A few days after that web story ran, I received a
phone call from Reid Bigland. Bigland was then
the global head of Alfa Romeo and Maserati, at
Fiat Chrysler. He had on the line with him
Roberto Fedeli, Alfa’s chief technical officer. A 26year veteran of Ferrari before coming to the
marque from Milan. They wanted to talk Giulia.

Here it comes, I thought. There are no problems,
on an Alfa. “I want to apologize,” Bigland said.
“we have had some software issues with the car.”

Campagnolo Wheel Search

Fedeli spoke English with an Italian accent. They
delayed the start of Giulia production, he said, to
make sure the cars were right. Mine and others
were not. This was embarrassing, but they would
like to make it right. Would I like a loan of
another test Quad, for another track day?

This is a true story. It’s a story of situations,
people and events which could not be possible
today. It is from a time when things were simpler
but more complicated. The tasks may have been
difficult ones, but the rewards of accomplishment
were great. Creativity, intelligence and, well, a
large helping of luck were often needed. Every
part of the story was only possible by not having
the instantly gratifying interference of the
internet.

by Russ Baer, Monkton Maryland

Photo from Alfa Romeo.
It seemed like a generous offer. Time passed, and
then there was a hole in my travel schedule. I
made a few calls and ended up at Buttonwillow
Raceway Park, outside Los Angeles, with a blue
Quadrifoglio. The car was dialed, fast, dreamy,
impeccable. A BMW M3 with better steering. A
Mercedes C63 that didn’t feel like someone had
welded a box of anvils to the front bumper. It
chewed Buttonwillow to bits, no hiccups. The best
Quad I had driven, in terms of brake modulation,
damper goodness, the indescribable variation that
can occur between identical items built on the
same production line.
Which was nice, but also somewhat expected.
Grain of salt, right? You do not often get a
misbehaving car sent to you by the chief of the
dang company.
I was sitting in the paddock thinking about this,
windows down and stereo on, when a track
worker walked up. White pants and shirt,
carrying a flag, the whole deal. She laughed and
smiled. Stuck her head in the passenger window.
“This thing’s great. How is it?”
I reached over to turn off the music. The moment
I touched the volume knob, the centre-console
screen went dead, controls neutered. The music
kept going.
I did a double take. Then a smile back out the
window, unable to keep from laughing.
“Flawless.”

It all started on the concrete pad at the entry to
my small one-car garage. Evan Wilson had
acquired a set of 15” X 5” Campagnolo magnesium
wheels and he wanted me to buy them. The fact
that they didn’t fit over the finned front drums of
my Giulietta Spider was the excuse for my noninterest (the wheels were actually for a 105 discbraked car – the TZ). But even if they had fit, I
couldn’t see a reason why I should replace the
original steel Boranni wheels. After all, the
lightness of the magnesium wheels and the
reduced un-sprung weight was only a
consideration for racers trying to squeeze a small
amount of performance I felt I did not need, and
at a cost I was not prepared to pay. The wheels
eventually were sold (or traded?) to Joe Benson
who at the time owned a gorgeous TZ. End of
story … for about five years when a new and
wickedly coincidental wheel-saga began.
It seems strange now but in the 1970s, parts for
Giuliettas were often harder to get than today …
even oil filters. I had not found a source for the
recommended FRAM CH801BPL oil filter
(although now I still have the last dozen or so left

from two cases), but I found, and bought, a case of
a compatible filter made by WIX. Actually. I had
to order them for delivery to a garage twenty
miles from my home. I don’t remember the day I
went to get them, but I do remember the kind of
day – a cold and rainy one. The ‘garage’ was a
surprise. It had been a two-bay gas-station but
the bays were packed with exhaust systems
instead of cars. What was once the office area was
crammed with boxes of car parts thrown
haphazardly in piles. The entry to this area was a
narrow aisle just wide enough for the line of
incoming customers (there were four or five) and
exit-passage for those lucky enough to have
gotten what they wanted. When my turn came
the counter guy, who wasn’t aware I had been
called to pick up my filters, asked “What they
for?”. “Alfa Romeo”, I said and then spotted a box
– my box – from WIX under some others. The guy
standing behind me said “What model?”.
“Giulietta”, I said. “I’ve got two of them”, he said,
and we exchanged names. I have to make this
bizarre coincidence clear. We were in a very rural
part of my county about thirty-five miles north of
Baltimore where there were at that time less than
twenty Giuliettas in the entire Baltimore metro
area. Anyway, that ended the story because
neither of us called the other until …
About a year later, my then wife Judy invited
some women to our house to play bridge. One of
the women (not previously known to Judy) was
the wife of the Alfa guy – the Alfa guy that had
also gone to Brown University at the same time
as Judy! Was this a bit much? Now he and I
finally made contact. His home was not far from
the garage (I never asked why he was there) and
was a farm house with a barn. And in the barn
were his two “Giuliettas”: a 750 Spider Veloce on
jack stands and a wrecked Giulia Spider.
Seems the guy did a lot of track racing in the
sixties and had acquired a set of Campagnolo
magnesium ‘TI Super’ wheels for the Veloce. This
time I was interested.
I thought the wheels were cooler than the TZ’s
and … they obviously fit over the Giulietta front
brake drums. But the guy wouldn’t sell them;
although despite that fact we two couples became
friends.
Judy and I were at the time members of
something called “The Manor Dance Committee”.
Each year, spring and fall, the committee
organized a very wet formal dance which was
held in what was then the Parish Hall of the
Saint James Episcopal Church in Monkton. We
invited Alfa-guy and his wife. Once again, I asked
to buy the wheels and once again the answer was

‘no”. But late in the evening, possibly as the result
of lots of scotch, the guy said he would loan them
to me. WOW! Early the next morning, I arrived at
his house with four steel Boranni wheels shod
with Pirelli Cinturato tires and came home with
four magnesium Campagnolos shod with
Goodyear Blue Streaks. Once I changed the Blue
Streaks for a set of Cinturatos, I discovered not a
just barely noticeable change in performance, but
an amazingly large one. Handling and steering
yes, but how about stopping and acceleration? It
is a testimony to the accurate matching of car and
(original) wheels that with the super-light
magnesium wheels, I sometimes would lock the
wheels during hard rapid braking and that did
not happen with the steel wheels. Also, I could
‘chirp’ rubber in second gear (something unheard
of?). I was in love with them and I had to find a
set of ‘owners’ not ‘loaners’!

Sunshine on her borrowed Campys. Photo by
author.
Where to start? With no internet my only
resource was the Alfa Owner periodical of the
AROC. From 1963 when the TI Super was
introduced until sometime in 1982 when this
adventure took place, I looked at the classified
sections (did I really look at over 200 of them?) to
see if anyone had advertised TI Super wheels for
sale. I found only one … a doctor in Redondo
Beach California: one Dr. H.V. Marshall. There
was a phone number and hey, the ad was only
about ten years old so why not call? I tried several
times with no luck until an unfriendly guy
answered. He knew nothing of Dr. Marshall and
had had the phone number I called for about five
years. OK, there were other ways. How about
hospitals? I’ll get the number and call the hospital
in Redondo Beach. The California ATT operator
(remember those days?) told me she was in
Sacramento and had no way to find a hospital in
or around Redondo Beach. “How about the
police?” That she could do. So, I called the cops. I
asked if there was a community service
department and was connected to a nice guy. “Is

there a hospital in your town?” I asked. “Yes” was
the answer and he gave me the number. Now I
knew I was getting close. “Community Service”
worked with the cops, why not the hospital? It
did. I was quickly connected to someone who
turned out to be a delightful woman with a sense
of humor – and adventure (she invited me to the
fourth of July celebration – I was a single guy
then and … I wonder). Anyway, there was no Dr.
Marshall affiliated with her hospital, but she
would try to find out if he was elsewhere in the
area. If I would give her my number, she would
call back in a day. “That’s OK, I’m in Maryland
and at work, and I have a WATTS line” (anyone
know that one?). “You have a WATTS line? I’m
from Philly. What’s the weather out there?” …
and on and on for about half an hour (that’s when
the invite was given). The next day at about 2:00
PM her time, I called back. She had found no
trace of Dr. Marshall anywhere but … she did
find his mechanic!!
At this point, I don’t have to say “believe it or not”
because none of this is believable. And it gets
better (or worse). The mechanics name was Dave
Vegher … the guy that bought Joe Benson’s TZ …
the TZ with the Campagnolo wheels Evan wanted
to sell to me! I had a visual of Dave holding a wall
phone in his shop and standing next to the TZ –
but I didn’t ask.

TZ 750037 while owned by Sir Stirling Moss
subsequent to Benson and Vegher. Photo from
www.zagato-cars.com.
Dave remembered the doctor, knew he had moved
but didn’t know where. He said he thought he
might have moved to Montana somewhere but
wasn’t sure.
And now to ATT information Montana and
another wonderful woman. I asked her for
Missoula information and Dr. H.V. Marshall. No
luck. I told her it was just a guess because that’s
where the state university was located. I told her
I was looking for a doctor who left a sunny,
California beach-town and moved to Montana. I
thought there could only be one of three reasons
for his move: affiliate with the university, leave
the hedonistic SoCal life and practice near an
Indian reservation or inherit a ranch. There

would be no way to find him if it was the ranch
option, but “how ‘bout an Indian reservation? Can
you help with that?” “I’ll try” she said. This had to
be the most fun she ever had had with an
information call. The line was quiet for a while
and then … “I’ve got him!” … she practically
yelled back at me.
So now I was there. Or at least I had a way to
contact a guy that probably sold his wheels ten
years earlier. I called. He answered. I asked him:
“Are you the guy that wanted to sell some
Campagnolo wheels and had advertised in the” (I
gave him the date) “Alfa Owner?”. Loud silence
for several seconds. “How the hell did you find
me?!!”
I had several talks with Dr. Marshall and one
with his house keeper. He had sold the wheels
long before and had forgotten to whom he sold
them; but he would try to find a record or
remember. Finally, the best he could do was say
the buyer’s name was a fancy one, maybe French,
Saint somebody. Well, I wasn’t going to let that be
the end. So, back to the AROC member registries
from the years just before, during and just after
the time of the ad. This time I was looking for a
name, not an ad, and the name had to be Saint
somebody. I did find three possibles: one in
Hawaii, one in Chicago and one which was a
military APO box number. The APO was a dead
end, the Hawaii one was geographically
undesirable and the Chicago one was not ‘in
service’. But still there was still somewhere else
to go.
When I had searched years of old Alfa Owner
copies in hopes of finding a ‘for sale’ ad I also
looked for ‘wanted’ ads. The assumption was
obvious, if a ‘want’ ad was successful, the ad
placer might still have, and wish to sell, the
wheels. At this point the names will be changed to
protect the innocent … and the guilty.
After another long slog through back issues (I
thought I may have missed an ad), I did find one
‘want-ad’ placed by a Dave X who was looking for
‘Campys’ for his SZ. The address was Florissant,
Missouri (no phone number). “Where’s that?”
asked my desk neighbor after I told him what I
was doing. There was no nationwide information
network at the time and Florissant didn’t show up
on our limited database. “It’s a French sounding
name, probably on or very near the Mississippi
River and settled when the French were there”, I
said with a false sense of self-assurance –
“probably near St. Louis”. We looked at St. Louis
on a (paper!) map and …. bingo, there it was! I
called St. Louis information and got a number for
Dave X … amazing! What is even more amazing

is that when I called (using the company WATTS
line of course) I got an answer – a woman. She
commented that it was only accidental that at
10:00 AM she would be home. Her Pinto had
failed that morning and she had been unable to go
to work. Yes, the ad had been placed by her exhusband (now Dave ex) in hopes of finding the
wheels for use on his Giulietta Sprint Zagato. She
had acquired the car in the divorce settlement
and was contacted by two very nice guys (Guy Y
and Guy Z) who wanted to buy it. They drove all
the way from New England to look at the car and
they bought it …. for $1,500 and she bought a
used Pinto. She did say that the price was
probably too low (let’s see it’s in the mid-eighties,
would you trade your Sprint Zagato for a used
Pinto?). But, Guy Y and Guy Z were very nice.
Guy Z was Italian, and he said he would take the
car back to its home in Italy. She thought that
was a nice thing to do.
I didn’t ask if Dave ex had gotten the Campagnolo
wheels (would you trade a set of TI Super wheels
for a new Pinto? The tale now was so sad it was
sufficient reason for me to stop the search for
good. And I did. Until …
Many years later I was rooting through some old
photos and found several taken in 1976 at the
Alfa convention in Connecticut. It was an
important one for me and my ’62 Spider
‘Sunshine’ because it was her maiden voyage after
my DIY body work and paint restoration which
had been completed just weeks before. ‘Sunshine’
won her class in the beauty contest and was
proudly parked in the row of what were told to me
when asked to move her the day before – “the
important cars”. Luckily, I didn’t have to move
because if I had, Sunshine would not have
remained. as she was at the time, parked next to
a beautiful 2600 Spider from New Hampshire;
and the photo would not have shown the vanity
tag plate on the 2600. It was “RSTO”. RSTO were
the initials of the car’s owner; Roland St Onge.
Now that sure was a fancy French sounding
name! RSTO had to be the guy that bought the
wheels!
And simply thinking that thirty years after the
fact is where the story ends – this time for real.
Do I think RSTO was the guy that bought HVM’s
wheels? I’d like to think so though even if he was,
and was still alive (my recollection was he was
not a young guy in 1976), would he have the
wheels? Probably not. But no matter. The story is
its own success. It’s a better one with the ending
left in doubt.

CARM Late Summer Drive
by Alex Csank, Vankleek Hill
September 8, 2018
We had a terrific club drive through the Eastern
Townships of Québec today. Our group included
two modern Fiats, a Ferrari Mondial, plus plenty
of Alfas; four Spiders (two Series II, a Series III
and our Series IV), two 1971 Bertone GT Veloce
1750s (one was a RHD model imported from
South Africa) and a GTV6. There was also a VW
Beetle Cabriolet in the lead (disguised as an Alfa).
Departing at the crack of about 10:45 AM, we
meandered our way from Brossard through
Clarenceville, then along the shores of Lake
Champlain through Venice-en-Québec, and then
up the rolling hills into the picturesque village of
Frelighsburg for an outdoor lunch stop at the
General Store. After lunch, our little gang of
Italian machines continued to Bromont, then
headed towards Brome Lake, and into historic
Knowlton where we parted ways and headed
home.

Our lunch stop in Frelighsburg. Photo from
www.easterntownships.org.

Picturesque Eastern Township roads. Photo by
Alex Csank.
It was a great day, filled with twisty roads, nice
cars and good people! Rev high!

Upcoming ARCC Events

Alfa Romeo Club of Edmonton

Regional representatives are requested to send
your 2018 events calendars to the secretary or the
editor for inclusion in the next issue.

Date

Event

Second Tuesday

Monthly Meeting

April 17

Drive at Fast Track

May 12

Tech Session, Up Your Hoist
Sempreverde 2018, AROC Convention,
Olympia WA

Club Alfa Romeo de Montréal

August 8-12

Date
May 20

Event
Lunch with Scuderia Alfa Romeo Québec

Calgary Alfa Marque Society

June 2

Espresso, Biscotti and Waterside Drive

June 9

Grand Prix BBQ

June 10

Veterans’ Salute

June 16

Italian Car Parade in Ottawa

July 6

Tre Colori Dinner

Date
August 8-12

Event
Sempreverde 2018, AROC Convention,
Olympia WA

Toronto Chapter

July 8

Fiat Breakout

July 20-22

August 18

Raduno Estivo, Kingston
Sempreverde 2018, AROC Convention,
Olympia WA
Road Adventure with ARCO

September 1

Espresso, Biscotti

July 8

Sun Collision BBQ, St Catherines

September 8

Drive and Supper in Bromont

July 20-22

Raduno Estivo, Kingston

September 30

Raduno Montebello

July 29

October 6

Espresso, Biscotti

October 13

Fall Colours Drive, Oka Hills

November 24

Year End Dinner

J Bird’s Spider in the Garden, Ancaster
Sempreverde 2018, AROC Convention,
Olympia WA
Italian Car Day, Woodbridge

August 8-12

Date
May 6

Event
Go Karts, Downsview

May 21

Pancake Run, Cookstown

June 3

Rattlesnake Point Run

June 17

Tour to VARAC Vintage Festival

August 8-12
August 12
August 26

Fiats on the Forks, Forks of the Credit

Alfa Romeo Club - Ottawa

September 9

Niagara Wine Tour

September 30

Raduno Montebello

Date
May 19

October 14

Fall Colours Drive, Creemore

November 24

Holiday Dinner

Event
Stelvio Test Drive and BBQ

June 16

Ottawa Italian Car Parade

July 20-22

August 19

Raduno Estivo, Kingston
Sempreverde 2018, AROC Convention
Olympia WA
Gatineau Hills Drive

September 30

Raduno Montebello

October 13

End of Season Drive and BBQ

August 8-12

First Saturday of every month – Espresso and Biscotti
at Des Sources Alfa Romeo in Montréal.
First Tuesday of every month – drop in Cruise Night at
La Paloma in Woodbridge.
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